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PREFACE

This paper was written to give the engineer who is not familiar with

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION an idea of how this type equipment is designed, some

of the problems encountered, and some of the new developments and changes

that have occurred during the past year<> A section is also included on

component specifications to give an idea of the characteristics of the

"tools" with which he has to work

Most of the work was done and the data accumulated while on a ten

weeks industrial tour which is part of the course of instruction at the

U S Naval Postgraduate School The industrial tour was made at Sanders

Associates, Inc., located at Nashua, New Hampshire, from January to March

1954

.

The author wishes to express his appreciation to Mr. Morton E Goulder,

Mr. Russ Bo Hawes, Mr John Peter Clark, Mr G H. W, Lalmond, and the other

engineers and associates at Sanders Associates, Inc., whose advice and

counsel helped immeasurably in the preparation of this paper.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The TINKERTOY program is several years old now and is still prog-

ressing rapidly. The name, TINKERTOY, is no longer used; instead, when

this type construction is used, it Is referred to as MODULAR DSSIOJ or

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION.

If the problem given had been to find a method of joining two pieces

of metal together with machines, two methods of attack could possibly

have been used. One would have been to design a machine to drill holes,

put bolts and nuts in, and join the two pieces. A better method would

have been to look for a process more amenable to machine production,,

This mi^ht have lead to spot welding the two pieces, which would have

been much easier to do with machines „ Similar reasoning was used in

the development of the TINKERTOY type construct! on The idea of taking

conventional components and designing a machine to physically put them

together was discarded. Though many new problems with components and

design have arisen, these are offset by the flexibility and the ease of

machine design that this system offers

Whether or not the raodulized design as it appears today will last

with time rerrains to be seen, but with the extensive use of electronics

some method of mechanized production must be developed,. This project

has proven the feasibility of one method, and if a better method is de-

veloped the experience gained here will still be valuable

„

In order to prevent much duplication, it will be assumed that the

reader of this paper has a knowledge of the basic principles of the sys-

tem and has some knowledge of the components used Necessary background

may be obtained from Ref „ 1 and Ref „ 2 of the Bibliography „ The progress





has been so rapid in this field that little time has been taken to write

dovn the valuable, and sometimes hard-earned, knowledge that has been

accumulated by the relatively few engineers that have been with this

project from its beginning. Problems still exist, but the basic methods

of layout and construction have become somewhat standardized.

With the release of this process to industry this year the use will

probably spread, and new engineers will be given the job of designing

for this type construction. This paper is written with these new engin-

eers to the field in mind.

The actual design of a circuit from beginning to end will not be

attempted, but instead,the places where modulized design differ from

conventional design will be pointed out. This difference occurs primar-

ily in the layout of the modules, so this part will be considered in more

detail than the overall design problem. The overall design problem is
*

considered first and restrictions peculiar to modular construction are

analyzed. A general method of attack to the module design problem is

given and then a sample module design with a step-by-step solution is

presented. The following section contains a discussion of some specific

difficulties that have occurred and the solutions used. Reference is

made to circuits that have been constructed and a few design sheets are

given to familarize the reader with some actual designs that have been

used.

The components field for modular construction is new and since it

is imperative that the designer be familiar with the components that he

is to use and their characteristics, a section on this field is included.

This study of components is written with the designer in mind and goes





into details of component development only to the extent that it affects

the design of equipment „





CHAPTER II

.MODULIZED CIRCUIT DESIGN

lo General Design Procedure

In general, it may be said that the basic circuit design for modular

construction is the same as for the conventional type, but there are a

few type circuits which are not readily adaptable to this type construct-

ion. Transformer type circuits cause some difficulty because transform-

ers do not fit into modules and must be mounted externally with their

leads entering the modules through the printed circuit on the baseplates.

This requires more time in construction, more space, and required that

riser wires be left free for the entry of the transformer leads. If

possible, such circuits should be changed to the RC coupled type.

At the present time the capacity of condensers is limited to about

0.015 micro-farads and this may call for some circuits to be redesigned,,

Circuits which use feedback or other methods of reducing the bypass ca-

pacity should be usedo Small size electrolytic capacitors can be mounted

external to the module, but this, as with the use of transformers is not

desirable. The number of leads between stages should be kept to a mini-

mum Wien using printed circuits because of the difficulty of crossing

leads. This is true of any type of printed circuit construction, and

is not peculiar to the modular type.

The major problems occur, not in the circuit design, but in the

physical layout of components. This is caused by the unique shape of

the components and the method of attachment. Even the simple circuits

must be laid out completely by the engineer and the placement of no parts

can be left to the technician. It therefore becomes necessary for the





engineer not only to know how to design the circuit, but he must know

much more about commercial design and manufacturing techniques than is

normally required. In this, as with any design, certain tricks can be

used to simplify the work and many small problems come up which were not

anticipated.

An analysis has been made of the methods of design, and a suggested

procedure that has proven very helpful to the author will be outlined.

A new type design sheet is also given which has proven helpful in visual-

izing the circuit while laying out the modules. While these suggestions

may not be followed to the letter, they may be helpful to one encount-

ering this type of construction for the first time c Each designer will

no doubt develop his own specific approach after he has had a little ex-

perience.

The circuit should first be studied for possible changes to eliminate

transformers and large capacitors where possible. Where two or more stages

have common high voltage dropping or decoupling resistors it is sometimes

more convenient to use separate filters for each stage „ By doing this,

the number of interconnecting leads between stages will be decreased and

the baseplate design becomes simpler and less crowded. The module design

is also somewhat simplified. While studying the overall diagram, conven-

ient places should be selected to break the circuit into modules „ Good

judgement exercised at thiB point in the design can save difficulty in

the latter stages. Because there is relatively little shielding within

the module, an effort should be made to include the plate circuit of one

stage and the grid circuit of the following stage in the same module. A

good place to separate the modules seems to be at the grid of the tube.





At least a skBtch of the baseplates should be started at this time.

Printed circuit baseplates are universally used with this type construct-

ion so the inability to cross leads must be considered » Crossovers are

relatively easy to make within the module, so the module is usually de-

signed last. The baseplate connections may sometimes have to be changed

because of problems in the module design, but these changes can usually

be held to the changing of a lead or two and not a complete redesign,.

It is common practice now to use a top and a bottom baseplate, to put

the high voltage and filament supply on the bottom baseplate, and to

leave the top plate for the input and output, and other interconnecting

leads

o

With the circuit cut into sections and the preliminary baseplate

design made, the individual module circuits should be drawn up, each on

a separate module design sheet, and the module design begun. If possible,

the tube should be oriented on the top wafer with the index on the same

side as the index of the wafer. This has become somewhat standardized

and helps in the construction and testing of the module. The orientation

of the module should next be considered^ With most tubes this doss not

cause difficulty because the grid and the plate are on opposite sides

of the tube for isolation. The module, therefore, is oriented so that

the input lead on the printed circuit is short and the output is on the

opposite sids The tube leads are shifted around on the wafer to make

a suitable riser wire available for the input and output leads. The

riser wires can now be labeled on the module design sheet and the com-

ponent layout begun

o

At this point consideration must be given to the number of parts

and the most desirable location for them. It seems to be a good idea





to count up the number of resistors and the number of condensers to de-

termine the minimum number of wafers that are needed At the present

time, because of production problems, a wafer is limited to either con-

densers or resistors, and not a combination of the two. If condensers

and resistors were both used on the same wafer, it would have to be

sent thrbu^i both the resistor and condenser assembly lines, requiring

twice the time to make. Up to four resistors can be used on one wafer,

tvro on the top and two on the bottom. The number of condensers will be

determined by the values to be used, because the value determines the

size of each one. For small values under about 500 mmfd two can be used

on each side without stacking provided the temperature coefficient is

not critical. Where required, condensers can be stacked, but this re-

quires that there be a common terminal between the two. Stacked con-

denser wafers are more difficult to construct so should not be used un-

less it is necessary. The resistors are more difficult to place because

their leads are printed onto the wafers „ This difficulty will be con-

sidered later.

By this time the number of wafers per module will have been deter-

mined, and since the module with the largest number of wafers will de-

termine the minimum spacing of the baseplates, if one module is larger

than the others, this part of the circuit can be examined to try and de-

crease the size of this module There is no standard size for the modules,

but designs have tended to use either a six- or nine-wafer module. If

more than the minimum number of wafers is available for a module, the

design usually is not difficult, but where most of the available wafer

space is required for components, the design becomes more intricate and





tricks may have to be used in order to get all the parts in and con-

nected correctly.

Before attempting a sample design it vdll be well to consider the

problems encountered with the resistor wafers c These are straightfor-

ward and may seem trivial once they are seen, but almost every engineer

on his first attempt will make mistakes with the resistor wafers. A

full scale drawing of a wafer is shown, and from this, one can see the

relative sizes of the wafer and the resistors. It is obvious that if

two resistors are to be used on the same side of the wafer, they must

be placed parallel to each other The distance between the resistors

and the notches on the sides of the wafer is small and the painted leads

have a minimum width, so if short circuits are to be avoided in the manu-

facture of the wafer, the leads from the resistors can only be connected

to certain notches.,

/ n u

10

S- 6 7

Leads from the A end of the top resistor may go to riser notches 12, 1,

or 3 without difficulty, but there is not enough space to run the A end

to notch U or 11 The other ends have similar restrictions

„

If the bottom resistor could better be used in the vertical position

(if it connects to notches on the top and bottom side cf the wafer) it

may be possible to put it on the opposite side of the wafer and bring

ore of the resistors formally on the bottom and use it on the top in the





horizontal position. By appropriate juggling of the resistors, a solution

may usually be found that is compatable with the construction. If no so-

lution can be found, sometimes a spare riser wire is available so that the

resistor can be brought out to this notch, follow up a spare wire and then

be crossed over to the desired riser on another wafer. It can be seen now

that resistor wafers, when using four resistors on them, are very poor as

crossover points. Crossovers can usually be made between adjacent notches

on resistor wafers because the painted leads do not extend very far in on

the wafer „ If the picture of the wafer and resistors is kept in mind while

designing, the above problem can be minimized, but the design sheet can be

misleading because of the ease with which the resistors can be drawn in

and connected.

Before the sample design is begun, refer to Fig. 2, 3j 6 and 7. These

show how designs are made in industry at this time. Pick a point in the

circuit and try to find it in the layout of the module as if you wanted

to measure the voltage at that point. In some designs this takes a con-

siderable amount of time Now try this with Fig. U and notice how much

easier it is to locate a point in this circuit This new design sheet not

only helps to locate points for testing, but makes the designing itself

much easier and less confusing.

2. Sample Design

A typical design problem is presented here with a step-by-step so-

lution. The particular circuit was selected because the number of com-

ponents make the design rather difficult and because it* demonstrates the

compactness that modular construction permits. The circuit (Fig. ^con-

sists of two stages of amplification with a bridged-T filter between
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- two Only on 1 Is bein 1 in this b so the in-

output l->ids Kill be long, frequercy in low so this is

oer . o xiules will not contain this nr c lonunts and

before will usually be easier bo design c For ic il high frequen-

i
• circuit, see Fi-. /+<>

i first step in the design, bhe circuit im is drawn on the

ies 'et fo riser adres that are required

to
'

sfinite ion ire labeled. In this particular circuit, le.t

in^ut, o
, sr, and high vol ires be assumed to be fixed

- •

"
' :ket . drawn on the too waf r

le ten competed so input, output, md heat' r leads

nak • direct cor:n^ction3 The pi c b of the other socket leads are

critic lc n drawin component,- and leads, a colored pencil is

>ful ii i cir°ui ad out on t\ r Before proceeding

rther, it is best to exa ~ir<?uit more closely, and to lay

ou1 plan of att .ck, rather than to begin nd hope for a solution

jacitors and tv^lv- resistors in the circuit, so

^f 3i> ;ill be required: one for the tube socket, thr^e

for the resistors (four ^si3tors to ' r), nd t;/o for the capacitors

: o -

" fer)„ Cam ci tors can have their leads connected

to any of - 5, so littl iifficulty is encountered with

the 1 b of th : >acitors a In this d , the capacitors must be

stacl c
. i, d this brii riction The two slacked caoacitors must

e i Co it il. Most c id cilors have one terminal at ground

ootential so this r-s^rict.ion usually c -used no difficulty,, CI & C2,

C3 & C4, C;. & C' ,
r eked in lairs. .tfhen stacking ca-

'itors, bhe c ce b .f r i: >ed, so resistor and
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capacitor wafers are usually alternated. This also gives a certain a-

mount of isolation because most of the capacitors have a ground terminal

which serves as a ground plane shield between the other component s.

With no restrictions imposed by the condensers, the resistors will

be examined. Single resistors an a wafer side csn be terrain ated at any

pair of notches except those adjaciant to the same corner of the wafer.

A pair of parallel resistors can be handled the same way, so reference to

the design sheet shows that the plate load resistors will give no trouble,,,

This leaves eight resistors whose placement must be investigated. Starting

with Rl and continuing in numerical order, the restrictions on the design

^sed by each resistor will be listed.

Rl & R2 - To be placed on top of the first wafer „ Referring to the wafer

drawing, the common terminal (ground for the circuit, can be any

spare ten;d.n ;1 between 6 and 12

R3 & R4 - These can be seen to give no trouble with any available spare

terminal used for the B leado

R5 - i'ust go from one free wire to another free wire

R6 - i'ust go from wire #4 to a spare wire.

R7 - Kust go from wire //2 to a spare wire.

R8 - Must go from wire #6 to a spare wire

R9 & RIO - Inspection shows that the common terminal (ground for the cir-

cuit) en be ris;r ..Ire 10, 11, 12, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5

Rll & R12 - These can go directly from #4 to jH with no difficulty.

The restrictions on the circuit ground imposed by Rl & R2 and those

imposed by R9 & RIO further restrict the circuit ground to either lo, 11,

or 12; but riser wire #10 is used for the c thode of tube number two, so

12





this leaves 11 or 12„

R5, R6, R7, and R8 must be investigated further., A total of five

spare wires are needed to meet the above requirements. Wires #5> 8,

11, and 12 are available, and /3 "'•ill be available below the third wafer

because tin c thode circuit of the first tube will be completed above

wafer #4<> For reference, sketch a wafer and nark the available spare

notches as shown below

10

9

S- 6 7

Now sketch the top and bottom sides of a wafer and by trial ind error

find a solution for the placement of the four resistors. Four oossible

combinations are shown below.

/ Z 3 4-

To P

1 IX il

z
v U U

3 3

t
A

C

Bottom

If all the assumotions made above are correct, all that remains of

the problem is to olace the components on the design sheet, remembering

all the restrictions decided on c The complete circuit should be checked

and \he riser wires cut wher- necessary. By using this method of investi-

gating each component in the circuit before the final design is started,

most of t! _,'.. has been eliminated. To point out the advantage of

this oreli i lary investigation, it is suggested that this design be tried

13





without the investigation.

3. Special Modulized Circuit Problems

Now that the general problem of design has been considered, it

would be well to discuss some of ths specific problems that have arisen

with various designs. As the range of frequency changes, problems pe-

culiar to the different ranges appear. For the purposes here, it will

be sufficient to break the frequencies into two ranges: low frec/uency

range and high frequency range. Some of the oroblems overlap to a cer-

tain extent, such .^s stray capacity, regeneration, and component place-

ment, and it may be said that the raroblems increase in number and com-

plexity i.s the frequency increases. This is true to an even greater

degree than with conventional construction.

Low Frequency Rang*

The discussion for this range is applicable for high gain amplifiers,

audio oscillators, counting circuits, power supplies, multivibrators,

etc o

In the low freouency range it often becomes difficult to prevent

the use of rather large values of capacity. The largest value of capac-

ity available at this time is about 0.03mfd> and these are very unstable,

so in practice the largest value normally used is 0.015 rafd. Two of

these can be stacked, one on top of another, and one of these stacks can

be placed on the top and _ottom of a wafer, thus giving a tot al of 0.06

mfd per wafer,. Where wafers are available and where it is n c a ry to

have the larger values of capacity, it c^n be obtained by paralleling

like this, but it is better to avoid it by a circuit change if po.-.sibl -

7
/ftiere even larger values are required, it is necessary to mount the

14





- d c 1 to th md rin n en riser >dr

Iq ne

.

Occ .

c
i m^ll ' different! 1 ill be encountered in

"ircuit -nd »h ul be us ;
; voltage br- i <, bhere

condensers hive been stacked, the clearance between wafers becomes small,

so the condenser connections should be made so that the low potential

surf ces ar faci ^h other

„

Difficult i ncountered with noise in lev; lev^l amplifiers

because of the plate r slstors. Halo tape resistors (finer carbon gran-

ill ve to sc -emedied the situation, but t resistors may-

still *'v p noise levels than the conventional 11 :n-Bradley

istcr , with the nois^ c\ rac sris ics becoming worse for the higher

resistor \ rhe tape resistcrs pass the JAN noise specifications

"or all v '

i m i- r one

i coun r iue to coupling between

co Lponents in 1 dule. On- circuit in vhich this happened is shown

in Fi o o rhis do- 1 riode Audio unplifi r h d regeneration due to

excessive coupling ind output condensers. The regen-

eration could have been decreased by placi condensers on different

hysical separation, but on irtra. wafer . ould

n required, increasing the size of the module A condenser,

C: 1"
, dded to the circuit (with no appreciable effect on the ampli-

fier response) with its grounded side servi a shield between the in-

put : output sou ling condenserso .ith this new circuit (Figo 3) the

;ouplin i . : i nd .11 regenerative effects were eliminated

ber pi ssign s could I r vented this redesign.

Lble I below it can be seen that about 4 ramfd. of stray capacity
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will exist between the two capacitors, and this nay be sufficient to cause

regenerations In ::any cases the cacacitorj couli be relocated, but where

this is undesirable, a ground, plane (or perhaps an already available by-

pass condenser) may be inserted between them.

^ven though riser wires have a rather snail capacity between them,

this capacity nay add to the other stray capacity and be troublesome „ The

input and outout riser wires should, therefore, be physically separated

as far as possible to insure against single stage regeneration. If this

seoaration is not practical, grounded riser wires nay be used as shield-

ing elements, and this will decrease the capacity considerably., The

following table is .^iven to -ssist the designer in evd.uatin> r the effects

of stray capacity while laying out the module

TABLE I

Source of Stray Capacity Cap .-mmfd Remarks

0.7-Oo9Between two ceramic condensers
counted on top and bottom of

adjacent wafers respectively,
(3/8" silver screen) nominal
wafer soacing

Between any one tube pin
(niniature tubes only) and
3/8" silver screen on bottom
of adjacent w f r

Between adjacent riser wires.

3etween alternate riser wires
(Extending along standard 5

wafer module)

Between two 3/8" silver screens
on too and bottom of adjacent
wafer respectively, (Nomind
wafer soacing)

0„3-C5

0.7

0.4

O 6-O 7

Regene ration may
result if the con-
densers involved
represent the inout
and output coupling
condensers of a

particular stage.

The same stray
capacity will exist
betwe m risers of
adjacent modules
for an equivalent
spacing.

This also applies
to silver screens
for resistor tapes where
the stray capacity is Dr^-
portiond to the ar^a of

the silver

18





f3etween two 3/8" silver screens 4.0-4.5 Also aoplies to
on too and bottom of same wafer,, resistor tapes.

Another source of feedback occurs with the connecting leads on the

baseplate between modules and power suoply lsa^?,, Care should be exer-

cised in baseplate layout to minimise stray coupling around one or more

stapes of a single unit, or between two complete units of a system. The

amount of coupling will depend upon the baseplate material used, the

length of leads, and the seoaration between the leads. The following

table fd.ves an aoproximate indication of the magnitude of stray capacity

to be expected with the various base materials now in use„

TABLE II

Capacity per Unit Length of Conductor
For Various 3ise Materials

Capacity (mmfd/inch) l/l6 inch line width

Separation °hen olic ^pon Silicon Teflon
(inches) Fiberglass Fiberglass Fiberglass

1/16 0.78 O086 0.73 o 60

3/16 o $0 Oo53 0.48 0.40

Ceramic capacitors, particularly in the higher values, change value

considerably with temperature. In circuits that are exposed to consider-

able temperature variations and where the value of capacity is critical,

mylar capacitors should be used for the higher values of capacity. In

video amplifiers, where a reduction of bypass capacity due to temperature

change may tend tc give overshoot problems, all bypass capacitors should

be of the mylar type.

Vt the higher frequencies, such as those used in wide range video

amplifiers, radiation of the riser wires and couoling between riser wires

19





djacent nodules increases. Interstage shielding may become necessary,

depending on the gain and physical ccnfi.juration. The location of load

resistors, coupling condensers, peaking coils, etc
«,

, should be such as

to minimise the total length of lead (ris-r wire and baseplate connection)

between stages.

High Frequency Range

I„F amplifiers uo to 60 mc hive been raodulized with success and

circuits at higher fre aencies ire undergoing investigation,, At these

er frequencies, the interaction between wafers, regeneration, and

resonance effects have caused trouble The oroblems are of a decidedly

more complex nature, and much more difficult to analyze than those found

in the low frequency circuit s„ Modules inherently contain many potential

resonant circuits that may cause trouble, and since tlaey cannot be elim-

inated it c s necessary to analyze them to make certain that none

,1 within the passband being used.

In designing for high frequencies, the "hot" R F co.n^on-ints should

be pi iced as close to the tube socket wafer as possible in order to keep

tte high potential R.F leads shcrto By cutting these riser wires or by-

passir .s close to the "hot" component as possible, radivtion can

be keot to a minimum (see Figo 4). Interstage connecting leads between

-nodules can be kept short by proper orientation of the module and tube

socket,, A case of re tion due to excessive higl R.F C potential

1 d length occurred with the fir sign of an FM tuner. The connect-

1 ds between two sections of the tuner were made on the baseplate

in order to be ble to plug-in the different units. This necessitited

long "hot" leads runnin ' the full length of the .Irst module of one
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section and the last module in another section. The problem was solved

by using spring contacts on the top baseplate to make the connections

between the sections (Fig. 5). ^ven with short leads, the modules will

usually have to be shielded individually to prevent regeneration.

All the precautions pertaining to the separation of input and out-

put riser wires and separation of components t o prevent feedback in low

frequency amplifiers apply equally as well to the higher frequency range.

Where copper etched coils are mounted in the module, this is of partic-

ular importance. Here again, a ground plane, in the form of a condenser

with one side grounded, may be used to shield the etched coil from the

other components in the module

The grid-to-plate capacity may be minimized by placing the grid

circuit components in the previous module, but even then, precautions

must be taken. The stray capacity between the grid tube pin connector

and an etched coil mounted on the bottom of the adjacient wafer may be

as high as o 6 mmfd. This relatively high grid-to-plate capacity nay

easily cause regeneration around a single stage of an amplifier. Re-

ducing the size of the coil as much as possible and offsetting the coil

as far as possible from the grid pin may decrease the capacity suffic-

iently to prevent regeneration. The coil should be oriented such that

the outside turns are at a low RF potential. If, after these precautions

are taken the capacity is still to great, the coil can be moved down to

another wafer even at the expense of making the lead slightly longer.

Locating the load resistor of the proceeding stage on the back of the

wafer containing the tuning coil or load resistor of the succeeding stage

will usually create an even higher grid-to-plate capacity. One design

that proved to be unsatisfactory because of excessive grid to plate
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:ity is sho'./n in Fig 6 Thf difficulty was eliminated by following

the above procedure of J :cr ,r»ing the size of the coil, moving it away

from the grid, putting that grid r i sister in the prerious module, and in-

suring that the outside turns war t a low R.F. potential. The new de-

sign is shovn in Fig. 7.

The same problem arises in the design of high gain-maximum bandwidth

R.?. amplifiers that occurs in the design of high gain video amplifiers

.

The interstage and intrastage stray capacity must be kept to a minimum.

?\e sources of stny capacity listed in Table I jnd the baseplate capa-

cities listed in rabla II J.I30 apply here. In iddition, if printed coils

are used as int tuning coils or peaking coils, the following table

will be useful

o

TABLE III

Bou-ce .-f St ray Capacity Cap.(mmfd) Remarks

Between surface of etched coil 0.5-0 „

7

Six turn coil, 0.10"
on top of one wafer and 3/8" wire, 0.10" spacing
silver screen on bottom of Inner coil terminal
wafer below coil wafer,, it exact center,,

* Between any tube pin connector
. 0.8-1.0 '

»

(miniature type tubes only) and
surface of etched coil on
bottom of same wafer.

;; between any tube oin connector 0„i+-0 o 6 M
and surface of etched coil on
ottom of adjacent waf^r.

Between surface of etched coil 2.5-2.9 •

and 3/8" silver screen on
bottom of 3ar;e wafer.

Between surface of etched coil 0.8-1.2 M
on too of one wafer and 3/8"
silver screen on ton of
wafer below coil wafer.

* This effect may be extreme n y undesirable. If several tube
pins are at low R.F. potential, the total shunt capacity
may be extremely high
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The Q of printed coils is a function of width, spacing and thickness

of the conductor, and of the base material used. The table below gives

an approximate indication of the effects on the coil Q of varying the

dimensions

o

TABLE IV

InductanceCoil JDimensijtitj:

"(inches")

o' 05 wide

.010 spacing
1 thickness

. in wide

Q010 soacin^
1 thickness

. 1 wide

.010 soacinp;

.003 thickness

Note:

(Microhenries)

lolA

0.94

0„91

50

65

76

"1 noils 8 turns; XXXP base material,, Outer
coil terminal fixed; inner coil tendnal
brought closer to center to maintain sai.-fi spacing
for a »-r^ater conductor width. For inductance
for-ul'is of flat rectangular coils, refer to
Terman's Radio Engineer's Handbook, page 59.

The effects of various bi.se materials on the Q of coils as a function

of frequency is given below.

TABLE V

Freq. XXXP Teflon Silic one ( G-7) Epon

36.3

Fiberglass

37.0

Fibergla

42 « 6

S8 Fiberglass

10 43.3

25 62.5 62.7 64.0 64 = 7

50 80.0 79.0 78.3 80.3

100 114.0 116.5 112.7 113.0
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It is seen that the base material has a comparatively small effect

on the Q of the coil. Coils printed on the same base material tend to

vary by as much as 10$£, which is greater than the variation with base

material. These variations are due to the non-uniformity of the copper

conductor and to oxidation which occurs with age and environment. The

coil Q'8 may be increased by as much as 10^ and the oxidation prevented

by silver plating the coilso

Mounting condensers or resistors on the opposite side of a wafer

containing a printed coil seriously affects the Q and inductance of the

coil. A 3/8 inch silver screen is sufficient to reduce the Q by 2C$ and

the inductance by 10^ e Because the silver screensto which the tape re-

sistors are attached have a similar effect, it is customary to mount only

the corresponding load resistor on the same wafer with the etched coil

and if possible to space it from the coil.

The distributed capacity of a copper etched coil of o010" width,

0.010" spacing, 0„001" thickness, and mounted on XXXP base material, will

be from 0.8 to 1.0 mmfd. This capacity varies as the dielectric constant

of the base material used.

Modules, because of their physical configuration, inherently contain

many resonant circuits. Many of these absorption traps can be attributed

to the parallel riser wires acting as transmission lines, either termin-

ated or unterminated. The lengths are short, so the resonant frequencies

are higho If two adjacent or alternate riser wires are shorted at one

end, the line presents an inductive reactance at all frequencies up to:

f (mc) = (7.5) (103) where L is the length of

L line in centimeters

The value of this inductance, of course, depends on the length of line and

spacing between the risers,,
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Any stray or actual capacity across the line formed by the risers

will form a resonant circuit whose natural frequency may fall within

the passband of the circuit involved, seriously affecting the response.

An example of such a resonant circuit occurred in the module shown in

Fig. 6 The filament riser wires #5 and 6 form the line, the filament

shorts one end of the line, and the filament bypass condenser, C104,

completes the circuit. This circuit was detuned by grounding the low

side of the filament bypass conienser to riser wire §2, It was later

found that the filament bypass was not required.

The surge impedance of two adjacent riser wires with standard spac-

ing of 0o21B5 inches is:

Z - 276 log (2) (0.2185) * 320 ohms

0o030

and for alternate riser tvires with a spacing of o437 inches is:

2 400 ohms

In orier to get a feeling for this resonant effect, the following

table is given which lists the value of capacity with which a 0.5u inch

long line will resonate at a particular frequency

„

TABLS VI

D = 0.2185 inches D = u.437 inc:hes

Adjacent ]risers Alternate Ri:5ers

FREQ.
(mc)

XL
( ohms

)

n

(mmfd)

FREQc XL
( 1 c ) ( ohms

)

(mmfd)

60 4.8 552 60 6.0 444

120 9o6 138 120 12.0 111

240 20 o 8 32 240 26.0 25

430 41.6 8 480 52.0 6
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It can be seen from the above table that the resonant effects may

not only cause trouble in RF amplifiers, but may create absorption traps

in high frequency IF amplifiers as well. The resonant frequency may be

moved out of the passband of the amplifier by;

lo Varying the length of the line

2, Varying the spacing of the line

3. Varying the capacity across the line (If this

capacitor is of the ceramic type, detuning the

line by varying this component should be under-

taken with care because the relatively poor

temperature stability of these condensers may

cause the resonant frequency to drift back into

the passband at certain temperatures).
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CHAPTER III

COMPONENT STUDY

1« Mylar Capacitors

A Construction

lar capacitors wore first constructed r£ alternate layers of alum-

inuiri foil and mylar dielectric having a thickness of . )025 or .0050 inches.

Snail pinholes in the dielectric decreased the voltage safety factor in

many cases and made the condensers unreliable. This condition his been

corrected in later capacitors by using two layers of the mylar dielectric,

thus staggering the flaws. After winding, tabs are spot welded to the

two ends of the foil, giving an inductively wound caoacitor. Non-inductive

capacitors have been made by cementing the edges of the foil with silver

paste, but the process is tima-consuming and unreliable. A method will

no doubt be found to manufacture these easily, but until this is oossiu

the mylar capacitors can only be used in circuits where the inductive

qualities will not be harmful.' After the : iter is wound and the tabs

attached it is stuck to the wafer with a coating of Hysol 6020 impregnant,

and the tabs, which are on opposite ends, are carried to the appropriate

notcheso The same impregnant is then used to cover the entire caoacitor

as a protection against moisture absorption and handling damage.

Bo Qualification for JAN Specifications

The mylar capacitors meet all JAN-C-25 specifications except for

being encased in a metallic ac composition case. Because cf the special

size requirements of the capacitor to make it compatible with the modular

type construction, it does not fall in any exact JAN specifications cata-

gory
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C. Temperature Coefficient

The temperature coefficient of the mylar capacitor is comparable vdth

that of the better grades of paper capacitors. Fig. 8 shows the capac-

ity change versus temperature far the mylar capacitor and for the Sprague

"Vitamin Q" capacitor. The ciurve for the mylar capacitor was drawn from

an average of readings taken with 12 mylar capacitors (.025 mfd. with a

double .025 inch mylar layer, 19 turns wound on a large arbor) „ The

capacity change with various capacitors in the group was very uniform

with the maximum capacity change just slightly higher than the average

The curve is applicable to all mylar capacitor values from 24^0 mmfd to

.025 mfdo

D. Dissipation Factor

'The dissipation factor is less than 1% from 10OC to 110°G and is

less than 1<,5% over the range of -55°C to 125°C. Fig„ 9 shows a curve

of dissipation factor versus temperature for the mylar and the Sprague

"Vitamin Q" capacitors.

E. Salt Spray

Protective coatings using both Hysol 6020 aid Hysol 6101 provide

good protection against damage by handling and corrosion. Application

techniques are critical, however, since any small break in the coating

will allow the exposed surface to be attacked. The corners and edges

are the critical points to watch A minimum of two coat,3 cf resin should

be used and the coated wafers baked in a horizontal position. This coat-

ing affords good protection against humid atmosphere as well. Insulation

resistance of mylar capacitors is in excess of 20, COO megohms normally

and even when exposed to 2000 hours of 90-95^ relative humidity, pro-

vided the impregnation technique is satisfactory.
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. Volt ;e Ratin \s

ar capacitors are conservatively rated at 300 VDC for all values

from 2400 mmtd to 0.1 ,:, l„ Life tests as »sr <KN-C-25(F-18) consisting

250 hours of continuous operation at rated voltage in an 85 °C oven

re been successfully passed.

G. ion in Rarefied \tmosphere

- tacit ors have succ issfully oassed the J \N-C-25(F-10d) test

consisting of operation for a . inimum of on^ minute at 3*4 inches of

corresponds to an altitude of 50,000 feet) with an application

of 12 5$ of r'ited vol

2. Ceramic Capacitors

The cerar-jjc capacitors used with modular construction are made by

firing silver -.i^ctrod ;s onto flit discs cf ceramic. The ceramic bodies

are made of titanium dioxide combined v:ith various oxides to change the

dielf-ctri" constant of the bodies. By changing the composition of the

dielectric, di-iiectric constants from 10 to 73 t' } may be hado The fol-

lowing fon.iul be used to roughly calculate the capacity to be ex-

pected from a capacitor,.

Silver extending to the edge

K = Cxtx5.66

d2

5qu 1. 1 ctrodes not extending to the edge

K = C x t x $.66

(d 4- ?t)2

1 ^lectrod^s

K = x t x $,66

{d{+ t) 2
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where K * dielectric constant

C - capacity in mmfd

dj_= smaller electrode diameter

d = electrode diameter

t = thickness of body

The silver electrodes c-in be varied from ^ to 5 inch in diameter

and therefore the capacity can be varied over nearly a four to one range

while still using the same type ceramic body. By selecting the body wit'-

the correct dialectric constant and adjusting the size of the electrodes,

ceramic capacitors can be made from 5.1mmfd to o 015mfd» The ceramic

bodies come in a wide range of temperature coefficients, so the body used

will also be affected by the temperature coefficient desired or required.

Ceramic dielectrics have been divided into two general classes ac-

cording to their temperature characteristics. Class I bodies are charact-

erised by hip;h Q and good lieleetric stability with temperature. These

bodies are therefore suitable for use in resonant circuits and other i pli-

cations where good stability is required. Class II bodies are character-

ised by high dielectric cons' .n 3, but are not nearly as stable qs th

Class I bodies. These bodies are suitable for bypass and coupling appli-

cations where high Q and capacity stability are not so important

,

\. Class I Ceramics

lo Range of K valu-s: 6 to 600

2„ Range of temp coeff : P120 to N56OO

3. Range of capacity: 6 to 8U0 mmfd

Some of the \lsimag body numbers, the'ir tsmp„ coeff.,

dielectric constants, and capacities available with a

silver screen of 7/l6 to 1/2 inch in diameter are giv^n

belo.-/.
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Body No Temp„ Coe ff. -v .lue Capacity ra

T-83 P-100 K16 L4 to 46 mmfd

T-96 NPO K30 22 to 75

T-96 N610 K70 «52 to 195

T-109 N1400 K135 103 to 355

4. Prefi rred values of temperature coefficient

T-83 series T-96 .series

P-120 K15 NPO K30

P-100 K16 N030 K31

P-030 K17 N080 K36

NPO K19 N150 K41

?ies N220 K45

N1400 K135 N33>.

N4

N75C

K50

K60

K8?

The temperature characteristics given above only hold over the temp-

erature range from 25°C to 85°C The characteristic:- may vary outside

this temperature range, as shown in Fig. 10. This curve is for a T-96

body N330 K54.3, with a nominal capacity of 1?0 mmfd. It would be well

to consider this variation of temperature coefficient as shown in the

"urve if operation over a wide range of temperatures is contemplated.

The same curve of temperature coefficient versus temperature is given for

T-110 bodies in Figs. 11, 1?, and 13 to show that all bodies do not give

the same characteristics outside the soecified range.

Q Value

The r of the ceramic Class I condensers when mounted on steatite

wafers compares favorable with that of a commercial ceramic capacitor

(Cornell-Dubllier 110 mmfd). The test capacitors were made of T-96
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K6$.9 bodies having a capacity of 110 mmfd d.nd mounted on a steatite

wafer

o

T-96 body: Q = 127-132 at 30 mc

C-D capacitor: Q 132-136 at 30 mc

Decay Characteristics

The decay of K in Class I bodies is less than 1% for a 100 hour

period for K values under 500 and less than 1.5% for K values above 500.

B. Class II Ceramics

1. Range of K Values: 250 to 7000

2. Range of capacity: 150 mmfd to 0.015 mfd

By using 7/l6" to 1/2" diameter screened

electrodes, the following values of capacity

have been obtained:

Body number Capacity range (mmfd)

T-133-B 160 to 670

T-I45-A 315 to 1200

T-106-J 82U to 3200

T-I37-A 1270 to 4630

T-128-A 3600 to 13,000

Temperature coefficient characteristics of the Class II bodies vary

considerably as shown in Fig» 14 through Fig„ 16. These curves are not

to be assumed to be exact, and in fact will vary with different lots of

the same body number. The peak of capacity does not always fall at the

same temperature for a given body number, but it does lie within a certain

range of temperatures. According to manufacturers' specifications, the

temperature ranges of the K peaks are as follows:

a
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Alsimag Body No. Tempe rature Range of K Peak

T-133 Above + 85 °C

T-145 o definite peak between -55 and +85°0

T-106 +10°C to +50 °C

T-131 o infinite oeak between -55 and +85°C

T-137 Vo definite peak between -55 and +85°C

T-lll + !0°C to +60°C

T-128 -5°C to +25°C

D^cay of K

The decay in K of Class II bodies is aoorcccimately a linear function

of logarithmic time. The decay characteristics for several Class II bodies

are shown in Fi- 17 and is approximately 5% per decade hour.

Reheating a well-aged high K body causes an immediate rise in the K

of the body as shown in Fig„ 18 „ A well-aged T-128-K7000 body, when re-

heated to 198°C increased its K v_dae by 33*. The k decay curve then re-

peated itself „ Reheating the body to 115°C caused an increase of 21% in

K value and again the decay curve repeated itself.

Decay of Dissipation Factor

The decay of dissipation factor is shown in Fig. 19 plotted against

logarithmic time, and it is noted that this curve levels off after about

ten hours

„

Insulation Resistance

The manufacturer of ceramic di;cs (American Lava Corporation) speci-

fies a minimum insulation resistance of 100,000 megohms for all Class II

bodies with the exception of T-lll which has a specified minimum of 20,U00

megohms insulation resistance. Tests have been run on Class I and Class

U3
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II bodies and all piss JAN-C-20A specifications F-15B(3)B. Where ex-

tremely humid conditions are anticipated, coatings of Hysol 6101 provide

good protection and give ;jn extra safety fact or . Where humidity con-

ditions are not so extreme, insulation resistance 'will remain high enough

for any aoolication.

Voltage Rating

The manufacturer of ceramic discs ( American Lava Corporation) speci-

fies a dielectric strength of 100 VDC oer mil of dielectric thickness

(bodies are 0.020" thick). The capacitors are conservatively rated at

300 WVDC.

3. Tape Resistors

Tape resistors used with the modular construction are of two types

„

The first resistors used were cured-on or "wet" tape resistors. These

are made uo on strins of tape and are not pencnent until they are cured

onto the wafer by the aoplication of heat in an oven. This type is still

being used, but has some faults not found 'with the pre-cured or "dry"

tape re si star So The "wet" type changes value during the curing orocess

and the amount of change must be cormi .ared when making measurements be-

fore application to the wafer. This change is not to constant (± 2056) so

a large number of wafers must be discarded after curing or a part of the

tape must be ground of f to raise the resistance to the desired range.

The resistor tapes must be stored in a refrigerated place before appli-

cation to the wafer. These faults are not found in the "dry" type re-

sistors, and therefore they are gaining in favor. The pre-cured tape is

cut into strips after curing and can be controlled in resistance over a

fairly wide range by varying the width of the resistor. The large bulk
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tape has the resistance material sprayed on and this material is changed

to make course adjustments in the final resistance desired. By adjusting

the width of the resistors in the cutting process, fine adjustment in the

resistance is made. Because the tape has already been cured, there is no

further change in resistance to be considered. After the resistors are

fiut they can be stored like conventional resistors. A late method is to

leave the resistors of one value in a long strip which can be rollsd up

for easy storage, and when a resistor is needed, it can be cut off the end

of the roll. The adhesive has previously been screened on, so the resis-

tor can be speedily affixed to the wafer by the use of a hot iron with a

special tip This application rrocess is shown in Figo 20

„

Although silicone based tapes are relatively unaffected by water,

they are affected by the organic solvents that are used for disolving flux

re3idue a These solvents, which are used in the dip soldering process, tend

to increase the resistance of the tape resistors. Protective covers of

teflon or mylar have proved satisfactory for preventing this change of

resistance and also protect the resistor against moisture. Clear mylar

was tried for this covering, but it tended to hold the heat in and de-

creased the rating of the resistor. Black teflon radiates some of the

heat and decreased the temperature of a fully loaded resistor by about

10OC ov^r the unprotected resistor.

Power Dissipation

The tape resistor is capable of dissipating l/k watt up to an ambient

temperature of 150°C. These resistors piss the JAN-R-11 specifications

for maximum load life. The heat generated by a l/k watt load on the re-

sistor is not oroportioned evenly over the tape length but is concentrated

near the center.
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r coefficients for Allen-1 r die i .tors are ;iv-n

in Fi T °1 'nd for -cured tape resistors in Fig. 2. These -nphs
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Voltage Coefficient

ost of the tape resistors tested c i less than 2% in resistance

vain ill rat-jd continuous working voltnge to 0.1 rated continuous

worV It o thai iid change more th n '.% had voltage coeffic-

ients of 02$ r>«r volt or less Allen- r dley resistor-, cringe less

than 1"' ov^r th- vol range A m .ximum change f *035£ per volt

is specified in JAN-R-11.

Deratur ! Z c

11 resistors have i si JAN-R-11 cific tions for the tsinp-

erature c c] sst ("-12) *nich illows iter than 3% aver ge change,

nor greater than 5% naximui : inge after cycling „ 1 - radley 1/
f2 ^att

resistors are lass lsc ptible to temDerature cycling change by a factor

of ap >raxj ] to 1,

oi Fi ure

J N-R-ll, unend lent 5, J li - 3 noi urements for resistors*

>s resistor • Ln value pa -R—11 noisa test as

it s p
r

ntdn art. The pre-cu dstors ; .re in-

ferior to LI ci r .-on tape resistors insofar is generated noise is con-

cernei d 3t are in erior to th i low nois-; generated by the
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Allan -Bradley l/2 watt resistors.

Humidity

•AN-R-11 (E-14) specifications state that resistance change shill

not exceed 10$ with humidity „ The resistance cf pre-eured protected tape

resistors do n-vt change greater than 3%, Unprotected resistors change

about 9%, Allen Bradley resistors change about ' .

Short-time Overload

The resistance of ore-cured protected resistors does not change

greater than 5% in value after a five second application of 2.5 times

rated continuous working voltage. This oasses JAN-R-U ( ",-16) salifi-

cations. AHer -Bradley l/2 watt resistors are far superior to tape re-

sistors in this teste

High Altitude Flas hover

Pre-cured tape resistors do not flashover with a five-secona »li-

cation of twice rated continuous vorking voltage at 3»4 inches of mercury,

This pass the JAN-R-11 ( >7) specific ations

h. Mechanical Strength of Modules

odular construction is able to withstand severe vibration, acceler-

ation, and other environmental conditions. T^sts have shown that when

modules are properly soldered to the baseplates, damage resulting from

vibration of a module with a tube mounted on it occurs in the following

order:

1. Tube elements become loose

2. Tube elements break away

3. Tube pi is break at the glass seal

L. kodul-ir Tube socket recepticljs break at the 90 degree bend.
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5. Riser wires fracture between baseplate and bottom wafer or be-

tween two wafers near the baseplate.

6. Module breaks away from baseplate with some riser wires pulling

out of baseplate and others fractured near bottom wafer but in-

tact on the baseplate.

These tests were made using one baseplate. The structure becomes

stronger when two baseplates are U3ed. Modules vvith no tubes mounted on

them have shown no signs of fatigue in any of the vibration tests. This

rigidity may be attributed to the fact that the modules are lighter than

normally used components, and have many points of support.

It is noted that the riser wires usually break near the baseplate

(this would be expected), so the modules should be designed so that riser

wires are not cut between the wafers next to the baseplate if it is pos-

sible to cut them in some other place. Modules should be designed so

that they have a minimum of four and preferably six risers to support

them. The supporting risers should be spread so that at least one riser

is used on each side of the module. The use of two baseplates increases

the strength considerably, but even with the two plates, the above rules

should be followed if convenient

.

Much better solder joints on the modules have been achieved by the

use of dip soldering methods than with the use of soldering irons. An

automatic dip soldering tank for use with experimental work or limited

production is shown in Fig. 23. The wafers are placed in the jig shown

on the front of the machine and are clamped into place while the first

side of the module is being dipped. Three riser wires are placed on the
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supports rising out of the solder and the waf srs in th ji 1 ced

on the wires. The machine automatically cycles nd one side of the modul*

is complete o The jig is removed and the other sides are soldered in t

same manner,, This process has worked exceptionally well, producing per-

fect joints o The problems of solder supply, and lOT'Ct iron temper-

ature and position which gave trouble with the automatic irons have been

effectively eliminated.
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CONCLUSIONS

Many pro 1: d hav in pointed out but few of the advantages of

lar construction hav n mentioned. The advantages have been cov-

ered rather thcror ;hlj in previous papers ,id many of them are obvious

It has not been the intention of this pap^r to iroly that the design of

modularized equipment is difficult The design actually differs little

from that of conventional circuit-; and the layout prolie.ns are usually

easy to solve aft-r the engineer has had a little experience

„

One bisic difference occurs with this design . With conventional

i orient, the -circuit is built in a "breadboard" fashion and made to

operate, and then the c opponents are rearranged to comply with the space

requirements of the final unit. With modular construction a "breadboard"

out is ilso constructed, but large changes in operation may taks place

circuit is made in the modular form. Therefore a large part of

the experimental ./ork must be done in a somewhat final form With good

1
, the stra; c > cities are usually less in the modular form

One feature of this construction is the fact that the stray capacities

are very reproducable. Ifter the modules are designed the leads cannot

be moved around, so this requires that the overall physical layout of

i 1 equipment be made before the circuit layout can be made. Since

the circuit aust be laid out befcre it can be thoroughly tested, the over-

all physical layout of the equipment with control locations, etc, must

be one of the first steps in the design

This construction is particularly adaptable to mi< iaturization be-

se of the ease with which the small component s can be assembled,, Many
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miniaturized circuits are 30 compact that repair is almost impossible and

construction time is prohibitive. The sample problem given demonstrates

the value of modular construction very nicely. To build this circuit

in the same space using standard techniques would be practically imposs-

ible.

One of the limitations at this time is the low value of dissipation

allowable with the tape resistors. They may be paralleled, but this is

not a very good way to have to build equipment. Wcrk to increase the

dissipation has been done, but no solution has been found yet.

No mention of inductors was made because no significant advance-

ments have been made in this field since Ref . 1 and Ref. 2 in the bibli-

ography were written.

More stable condensers of the ceramic type are needed even though

those available are no worse than the conventional disc ceramic conden-

sers.

It can be seen that much work is still required in the components

field for modular construction, for the equipment is no better than its

individual components. In spite of the limitations that still exist it

must be admitted that the progress has been rapid considering the short

time that has elapsed since the idea wa3 conceived.
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